ACROSS

2  First American woman in space.
8  These make images more fun or colorful on Snapchat or Instagram.
12  Come again? Or build it better.
13  3D printing and a loaf of bread have this in common.
15  Process to preserve specimens in Body Worlds.
16  Length of periods for team in clue 14 Down.
17  The Tech’s beloved bot.
18  Rosalind Franklin’s research helped us understand this.
19  Watch movies on ours that could inspire thoughts in yours.

DOWN

1  New exhibit: Body Worlds ____.
2  Rosie Jetson, Wall-E, R2D2 are all ____.
3  Central chunk of our thinking organ: ____stem.
4  America’s Space Agency.
5  A flower or the part of the eye determines your eye color.
6  The first time you build something, you’ve made a ____.
7  This system carries messages from brain to the rest of the body.
9  To create or design something new.
10  Virtual or alternate, for example.
11  Chemical element of atomic number 14, used in making circuits.
14  Teal and black team on ice.
Help our family at The Tech Interactive navigate their way through the forgotten temple in Animaker, fly over New York City skyscrapers in Birdly and end their day inside the IMAX Dome Theater.
Spot the Differences

Can you find all 10 changes that we made to The Tech Studio?

1. Woman’s sleeve length
2. Color of logo on woman’s t-shirt
3. Missing yellow gear on table
4. Color of gear on boy’s head
5. Ribbon on woman’s hat
6. Logo missing on man’s red shirt
7. Color of man’s shorts
8. Socks on man holding phone
9. Butler hanging out
10. Ruler on table.
Details, details! Can you guess what popular exhibits or spaces are featured in these photos?

1. The Tech Interactive building
2. BioDesign Studio
3. Body Worlds Decoded
4. Body Worlds Decoded
5. Social Robots
6. Animaker
7. Buster the robot
8. IMAX Dome Theater
9. Ball Machine